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Improperly diluting chemicals with water, fumes, and eye or skin irritation are all risks when using chemicals.

  make sure there is proper ventilation when using chemicals

  train employees on the proper use of chemicals

  supply a hand and eye wash station that is easily accessible in case of irritation or spills

  make sure to store chemicals properly

At 29 CFR 19.10.138(a) OSHA states that employers should select and require workers to wear appropiate hand
protection when their hands are exposed to hazards such as skin absorption of harmful substances, cuts orprotection when their hands are exposed to hazards such as skin absorption of harmful substances, cuts or
lacerations, chemical burns, thermal burns, and severe abrasions. Employees should base the PPE selection
on a hazard assessment, according to the agency’s PPE standard.

Improper Use of Chemicals

Some of the top injuries in the workplace come from slips and trips. There are many ways to help prevent 
these accidents from occuring. Here are some helpful tips:

  make sure to use the correct amount of cleaning product

  maintain equipment so that it is effective and works properly

  use a well-wrung mop

  make sure spills are cleaned up quickly

    ensure that employees use the electrical sockets closest to their workstation

  install matting at key entries to help prevent dirt, moisture, and outside contaminants 
  from entering the building

  put cleaning supplies away in proper place to remove any obstacles that may 
  cause tripping

Most slips occur on a wet or dirty floor. Cleaning floors regularly will help to prevent 
slips. Use proper signage/cones as warnings when floors are wet and when 
possible, prevent foot traffic from crossing over still wet floors.possible, prevent foot traffic from crossing over still wet floors.

“Where cleaning is carried out effectively, it can make the difference between a 
floor being an unacceptably high slip risk or an acceptably low slip risk,” 
States a piece published by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).

Tips to Prevent Slips and Trips


